
Advanced Hand Dryer

ULTRA HIGH SPEED
9 SEC DRYING ECO-FRIENDLY QUIETLED

INDICATOR 
EASY TO 
INSTALL

VANDAL
PROOFAUTOMATIC

Product Features:

• Its contemporary, sleek, ergonomic design makes this   
 an exceptionally stylish dryer
• Heavy duty Stainless Steel casing gives excellent   
 ongoing protection against corrosion and vandalism
• The automatic 'no touch' operation ensures impeccable  
 hygiene
• Users enjoy an ultra-fast drying time of just nine   
 seconds!
• Maximum output comes at minimal power    
 consumption to help reduce carbon footprint
• No unnecessary energy wastage thanks to the    
 automatic cut-off
• Reduced noise levels make this one of the quietest and   
 most discrete dryers in any class
• High brightness blue LED light indicator clearly indicates  
 the drying zone ensuring ease and effectiveness of use
• Easy to install and maintain
• Finishes available in Brushed Metal, Polished Chrome   
 and Arctic White
    

Technical Specifications:

• Shell material: 304 Stainless Steel
• Standard finishes: Brushed Metal, Chrome, White
• Rated voltage: AC 220-240V
• Rated frequency: 50 / 60 Hz
• Rated Power: 1,600W
• Installation: wall mounted
• Drying time: 9 Seconds
• Air speed: 85 M/s
• Noise output: 75dB
• Operation: infrared automatic ‘no touch’
• Timing protection: 60 seconds auto cut off
• Thermal protection: cut off above 70C
• Drip Proof: IPX1
• Unit dimensions: 278mm W x 325mm H x 172mm D
• Net weight: 6.0 kg
• Warranty: 2 Years
• Certification: CE, RoHs
• Package contents: hand dryer, installation accessories   
 and user manual

Minimal power consumption, maximum performance 

It’s called the Advanced Hand Dryer for good reason…With a drying time of just nine seconds, it’s as fast as they come. 
But you won’t have to pay more for top speed; the TEKFLO Advanced helps reduce your energy consumption and your 
carbon footprint. It’s not just more powerful and more energy-efficient; it’s quieter too – the Advanced Hand Dryer 
operates at just 75 dB. The Advanced name extends to the design as well; this is a chic, streamlined dryer. Just because 
it’s a utilitarian item, it doesn’t have to look like one. All of this means it’s the perfect choice for high traffic washrooms, 
including restaurants, schools, nightclubs, bars, airports, service stations, hotels, large offices, hospitals, gyms, cinema 
and shopping centres. TEKFLO gives you Advanced performance at a price to suit a mid-range budget. 


